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	Warranty & Protection[image: ]At Coachman, our quality promise extends beyond the factory floor. We understand that you want a caravan or motorhome that will continue to function perfectly and look fantastic after years of service, and when it comes to quality and reliability, Coachman have been leading the way for years. 
	Frequently asked questions[image: ]At Coachman we want to help you make the most of the ownership of your caravan. That’s why we’ve put together some answers to your frequently asked questions. Check the topics below as a guide and if you can't find what you're looking for, send us your question or use our help request form.
	NCC Approved Caravans[image: ]The Approved Workshop Scheme is a benchmark for caravan servicing. You know it is important that your Coachman caravan is looked after by trained and experienced professionals. There are currently over 430 fixed and mobile Approved Workshops across the UK. 
	Handbooks[image: ]Download all the latest brochures, handbooks, price lists and technical specifications for your Coachman caravan here. You can also find the archives from previous years, all available for download here.



	Events
	News
	About
	History of Coachman[image: ]In 1986 the first ever Coachman caravan was hand built in a small factory in Hull, East Yorkshire. Thirty years later, while the production line looks very different, we have maintained our reputation for excellent craftsmanship and high quality build and design.
	Careers[image: ]The Coachman Caravan Company is continually striving to build the perfect caravan so there is a strong focus on quality throughout every department within the business. We believe that every member of staff has a key role in contributing to our success.
	Press Reviews[image: ]Keep up to date with the latest independent news, reviews and opinions about Coachman Caravans and our model ranges from the leading caravan industry experts and publications.
	Brand Evolution[image: ]Discover the evolution of the Coachman Caravans brand here. From its starting logo in 1986, right through to the all-new brand identity for the 2021 season which combines past, present and future. 
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            	Ranges
	Acadia[image: ]The perfect all-rounder, the 2024 Acadia is an ideal
solution for couples and families who love their
home comforts.
	VIP[image: ]The best-selling VIP range provides comfort and
security wherever you are, making these ingenious
models the perfect travelling companion.
	Laser[image: ]The Laser range is the epitome of high-class
living. Holiday in style with these magnificent,
well-appointed caravans available in four layouts.
	Laser xcel[image: ]Holiday in the height of luxury with the spacious
eight-foot wide 2024 Laser Xcel range. Perfect for
a long weekend or grand tour. You choose!
	Lusso[image: ]The Lusso is the most luxurious touring caravan
Coachman has ever produced. The Lusso is considered the best-of-the-best when it comes to the caravanning experience.



	Find your Caravan
	Caravan Dealerships[image: ]Want a closer look? Find your nearest Coachman caravan dealership.
	Virtual Caravan Showroom[image: ]Immersive 360º tours of our caravans, allowing you to explore their home from home living spaces.
	Compare Caravans[image: ]Easily compare features and specifications for the Coachman caravan models.
	Find your Coachman caravan[image: ]Find your perfect Coachman caravan in 4 simple steps. Choose from berths, axles, layout type and ranges.



	Innovation
	Crafted by Coachman[image: ]Coachman is a family run business with traditional values, quality and attention to detail at the heart of everything we do. This ethos is apparent in every department with the ultimate aim of building the perfect caravan, with every member of staff playing a crucial part.
	Caravan Fabrics[image: ]Each year Coachman strive to provide the most comfortable, opulent and luxurious soft furnishings throughout our vans. Not only should they look good, but they need to provide you with the cosiness you deserve, giving you that home-from-home feeling and appreciation.
	Advanced Bonded Construction[image: ]Our exquisite 2024 season caravans are built using innovative materials and our Advanced Bonding Construction (ABC) techniques, which enables us to ensure every Coachman is of the highest quality, weight competitive, durable and easy to take to your favourite destination.
	Trusted Partners[image: ]Coachman Caravans has a wide range of suppliers who we see as Trusted Partners, on whom we rely on to ensure we produce what we think are some of the very best caravans currently available on the market.

By choosing to deal with some of the biggest and best names in the industry we can ensure the highest quality possible; which is at the forefront of everything we do.





        

        
            	Ranges
	Affinity[image: ]Campervan convenience with high-end stylings. The two model Affinity range showcases the ultimate in Coachman quality.
	Travel Master[image: ]The Travel Master motorhome is back for 2024 and offers a level of quality and comfort that is synonymous with Coachman.
	Travel Master Sportivo[image: ]State-of-the-art stylings and smart design meet practicality and performance in Coachman’s new Travel Master range. The two-berth 565 is packed with a wealth of comfort features.
	Travel Master Imperial[image: ]Brand new for 2024, the Travel Master Imperial is a top-quality A-Class motorhome, giving you all the luxury of home-style living. 



	Find your motorhome
	Motorhome Dealerships[image: ]Want a closer look? Find your nearest motorhome dealership.
	Compare Motorhomes[image: ]Easily compare features and specifications for the Coachman motorhome models.



	Innovation
	Motorhome Fabrics[image: ]Coachman strives to provide the most comfortable, opulent and luxurious soft furnishings throughout our motorhomes. Not only should they look good, but they need to provide you with the cosiness you deserve, giving you that home-from-home feeling and appreciation.
	Cab & Chassis[image: ]The Mercedes-Benz Sprinter has a class leading reputation and is the obvious foundation on which to build a luxury leisure vehicle. Packed with cutting edge technology it has been engineered to provide a driving experience which is focussed on comfort and safety.
	Year-Round Comfort[image: ]Through continuous development we have engineered a motorhome that can perform in the most challenging of environments, from warm and dry summer days to arctic winters, you’re guaranteed to be comfortable whatever the weather.
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      Page not found

      It would seem that the page you've requested either doesn't exist, or the URL entered was incorrect, please check the link and try again.

      If you're lost, feel free to visit the Home Page and see if you can find what you're looking for!
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